Wet vent diagram

He's a pretty good artist and drew a diagram of his proposed bathroom plumbing vents and
drain pipes. Look at it after his question. This would be the easiest for the install but wanted to
make sure it was legal and wouldn't cause any issues. Also, if installed this way, the vent will be
a wet vent for the sink unlike the drawing. Here's Shane's drawing. Read my answer for what's
going on. Graphic credit: Shane. Shane, I've been a master plumber for over 35 years. I love
doing plumbing drain and vent piping. First and foremost all of the connections you've drawn
are "tee" fittings. A tee has the intersecting pipe connect at a degree angle. That's a huge no-no.
When a branch line connects to a main drain line, the fitting should always be a wye. If you use
a tee fitting, the waste water crashes against the side of the pipe and some can go the direction
of the vent pipe. Plus, a drain-cleaning snake can drill right through the side of the pipe or end
up going up the vent instead of down the drain. A wye is a fitting where the intersecting pipe
connects at a gentle degree angle so the waste water is persuaded to head downstream as well
and any flexible metal drain-cleaning snakes. The toilet flange should connect to a degree fitting
that connects directly to the drain line as you show. You connect a degree fitting to this and this
vent pipe heads back to that wall and eventually connects to the other vent pipes. In this case
you use a 3 x 3 wye in the manner I just described. You can install a 3 x 2 bushing in the top of
the tee and this 2-inch pipe vents both the toilet and the vanity. Sign up to my newsletter to
receive expert advice for your home! Complete the form below and each week you'll get:. Here's
what he wrote to me: "I am enclosing my garage and installing a bathroom in the process.
Thanks for your help. It only takes a minute to sign up. When determining drain vents, 2" can
have a vent 8' away and 3" can have the vent 12' away, how does that work in terms of wet
venting? I have a toilet flange connected to a line that has a Wye which picks up my sink
approximately 4' down stream. So technically, I have a vent connected to my toilet trap
approximately 4' down stream, however it is a wet vent so does that mean I have to also add the
length of drain line to the 12' maximum distance? Definition of a wet vent : a drain pipe that also
serves as a vent pipe and extends from the most downstream wet-vented fixture connection to
the most upstream fixture connection the green item 4 in the below sketch. Wet vents are
typically used when plumbing a bathroom group. So yes the shower can also be vented by the
wet vent along with the toilet. There is one major stipulation when wet venting multiple fixtures
when a toilet is one of them: the toilet must be the last fixture connected to the wet vent. This
means that in some situations you must use a symmetrical fitting such as a double wye in order
to not break that rule. Also, there can only be a max of two toilets connected to a wet vent. This
arraignment relies on the use of a double wye fitting to avoid lines crossing while maintaining
the toilet as the last fixture connected to the wet vent. The right sketch shows how a bathroom
wet vent might be arraigned without the use of the symmetrical fitting. There are many ways
that a wet vent can be arranged, it all depends on the location of the fixtures and the direction
the drain is coming from. The shower is connected to the toilet's fixture drain meaning that the
the toilet is no longer the last fixture connected to the wet vent. The issue with the toilet not
being the last fixture is that the rush of water when the toilet is flushed could choke the vent
connection of the other fixture in your case the shower and could result in siphoning out the
fixture's trap. If you were to run the vent for the shower as shown in grey, the toilet would now
be wet vented by the shower. The pipe downstream of the vent connection to the shower's
fixture drain and the connection to the toilet would be the wet vent. The grey vent would be a
dry vent, however the issue here would be that in most locations, you are not allowed to run the
dry vent horizontal until you are 6" above the flood level of the fixture is serves and at minimum
42" above the floor. The solution in your case would be to use a double wye fitting to
symmetrical connect all three fixtures, similar to the left sketch. The portion from the wet vent
connection wye to the 90 elbow under the toilet has a max distance determined by the grade of
the pipe 3" pipe, 12' distance. The wet vent portion, from the vent connection at the sink to the
wye that connects the toilet has no distance limit it actually goes vertical. Sign up to join this
community. The best answers are voted up and rise to the top. Asked 3 years, 8 months ago.
Active 3 years, 6 months ago. Viewed 32k times. Improve this question. Nic Nic 1, 7 7 gold
badges 22 22 silver badges 40 40 bronze badges. Add a comment. Active Oldest Votes. Updated
Answer Definition of a wet vent : a drain pipe that also serves as a vent pipe and extends from
the most downstream wet-vented fixture connection to the most upstream fixture connection
the green item 4 in the below sketch. Components of a Typical Bathroom Wet Vent: Branch :
Distance is unlimited but must be graded as per the diameter of the pipe. If 2" the distance
would be 8' measured from the connection to the wet vent where blue meets green. Fixture
Drain toilet : Distance is limited by the diameter of the pipe as the fall cannot exceed the pipe
diameter. If 3" the distance would be 12' measured from the connection to the wet vent where
violet meets green. Wet Vent Branch : Distance is unlimited but must be graded as per the
diameter of the pipe. Trap Arm sink : Distance is limited by the diameter of the pipe as the fall

cannot exceed the pipe diameter. Measured from the connection to the vent. Issues With Your
Sketch The shower is connected to the toilet's fixture drain meaning that the the toilet is no
longer the last fixture connected to the wet vent. I assume that the other fixture shown in the
bottom left of your sketch in separately vented. Original Answer No. Improve this answer. I
added a picture above to add clarification. I'm thinking the toilet vent is fine, but also want to
know if it's considered okay to vent my shower with the straight branch off of a Wye where once
again, the vent itself is not "elevated" very much. Otherwise I use a 45 bend there and use a wye
rolled up 45 degrees to vent the shower separately because I don't think the sink would serve it.
See updated answer. A double Wye is a special order item here, and with this being a weekend
that means even worse. I have a lot of fittings so I am thinking I need to work with what I have
and make it right. Assuming I can not use the wye on it's side to vent the shower like shown in
grey, I could attempt to: 1. Vent shower with a San-Tee on back, then a street 90 to make the
elevation as low as possible 2. Use a Wye on it's back and a street 90 to get a tiny bit lower
elevation 3. A better idea without using a double Wye? Your option 1 in your comment would
work fine. It may not be to code if you happen to live in an area that does not permit flat venting
horizontal vent below flood level rim , but I have seen it done before. The concern with flat
venting is that if your system backs up, derbies could get logged in the flat vent portion in a wet
vent, water would flush the line. If posable, add a cleanout on the vent in the wall or attic so that
you can easily cleanout the vent if it does backup. Another option is to run the shower line to
the wall, turn vertical with two 45 fittings, then use a sanitary tee with the outlet pointed to the
shower drain. The vent would continue off the top the the tee. This would allow compliance to
the code but requires that you have adequate vertical space. Show 2 more comments. Sign up
or log in Sign up using Google. Sign up using Facebook. Sign up using Email and Password.
Post as a guest Name. Email Required, but never shown. Featured on Meta. Visual design
changes to the review queues. Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks editor. Linked 0. Related 4. Hot
Network Questions. Question feed. Wet vent plumbing has been around since However, only
recently was wet vent plumbing added to the plumbing code by the Uniform Plumbing Code. As
a result, people today still have a hard time understanding what it really is and how it works. So,
what is wet vent plumbing? The official definition of a wet vent is a pipe that serves as a waste
pipe and a vent at the same time. Some of these include: The water in the fixture may drain
slowly. You likely smell unpleasant odors. A wet vent system drains the water from one fixture
while venting the air from one or more other fixtures. A dry vent system only transports air. No
water is carried. In other words, wet vents may vent one fixture and drain another, whereas dry
vents usually just vent air from one fixture at a time. The reason so many people choose a wet
vent system over a dry vent one is that wet venting can save you time, money, and a lot of on
materials. For example, if someone is adding a new bathroom to their home, building new drain
lines can be quite a hassle, especially if you have to go through a closet. This is where wet
venting comes in. Typically, wet venting is used for a group of bathroom fixtures. A group may
include the toilet, the sink, the shower, the lavatory, the water closet, and so on. Basically, all
the fixtures in a bathroom group will use the same vent when you utilize wet venting. This has a
lot to do with the plumbing codes. Listed below are a few rules and codes you should take note
of when incorporating wet venting in your home. The guidelines listed below are typically
universal to both the United States and Canada. Proper size of your wet vent. Drainage Fixture
Unload. Wet Vent Pipe Size. When in doubt, go with a 3-inch or larger wet vent pipe and a 4-inch
horizontal waste line pipe. If you follow these wet venting rules, your plumbing system should
pass inspection and work well for several years to come. Listed below are a few rules you
should follow to ensure that your wet venting system works well. This will allow you to
purchase the proper materials for your project. Showers, dual washbasins, and laundry centers
usually use a 2-inch trap arm, and toilets generally use a 3-inch trap arm. When using copper
tubes or fittings, check for dents or flaws in the sides of them. If you see any, throw the fitting or
tube away and use new ones. For your wet vent system to work properly, your copper fittings or
tubes should be in good condition. To accommodate this, you may have to use a symmetrical
fitting. Most professionals suggest using a double wye. In this plumbing system, the wet vent
will connect to a vertical drain leg beneath the toilet. The tub will connect in the same way. Both
drain lines coming from the toilet and the tub should be at least 3 inches in diameter. This is not
only for your safety, but by having this test done, you might save yourself a lot of unnecessary
problems in the future. When it comes to wet vent plumbing, the codes are very specific and
need to be followed. This is not only expensive but also a major hassle. Save yourself the
frustration and do your research prior to your wet venting project. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. What is a wet vent? Dry vent vs. How is wet
venting used? Wet vent rules and codes Listed below are a few rules and codes you should take
note of when incorporating wet venting in your home. Although wet vent plumbing is used to

vent two or more bathroom fixtures at the same time, the fixtures all have to be located on the
same floor of a particular building. They cannot be on separate floors. There are no exceptions
to this rule. Every 4-feet of horizontal plastic pipe is required to have a pipe supporter. These
clips will ensure your pipes are being securely held. Most professionals recommend
economical plastic pipe-hanging straps with the use of roofing nails. Wet vents can be as long
as you need them to be, but most building codes have a minimum size for your wet vent. Pipes
that are too short can cause a hydraulic overload. Make sure you research your local plumbing
codes before you start your project. The angle in which your wet vet connects to a horizontal
drain is very specific. For a wet vent, the vent should enter the drain line at a minimum of a
degree angle. Make sure that your pipes are the right size. The size of your pipes will determine
how much of a hydraulic load it can handle. Wet venting tips Listed below are a few rules you
should follow to ensure that your wet venting system works well. A final thought When it comes
to wet vent plumbing, the codes are very specific and need to be followed. Author Recent Posts.
Kevin L. He began his career in plumbing at the age of 14 while still in high school. Kevin Sharp
has a bachelor's degree in journalism from Illinois State University. Latest posts by Kevin L.
Sharp see all. How Do You Utilize It? Should You Use It or Not? What Is a Pipe Chase? April 3,
January 25, November 9, Write A Comment Cancel Reply. Submit Type above and press Enter to
search. Press Esc to cancel. We are a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates
Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for us to earn fees by
linking to Amazon. Meta: Ready to remodel your kitchen or bathroom, but feel a little confused
about the plumbing behind your sink? Before panicking and calling a plumber, know that there
are simple ways to ensure your pipes are properly ventilated. What are the pros and cons of
each system? Visualizing the pipes inside your wall is made easier if you start from where you
can see. From there, the water moves into slightly larger drain pipes as they continue to
connect and make their way to the stack. Soil pipes do the same for toilets. The stack pipe leads
the whole way out through your roof and further underground in the opposite direction to main
sewer lines. Water and waste head down the pipe, while gasses are vented up and outwards.
The stack also allows fresh air in to keep water running smoothly through your piping. Without
the stack to properly ventilate things, your home would reek and fill with noxious sewer gasses.
To help the stack do its job, ventilation pipes are often added to fixtures so that gasses can
freely move away from your home while using fresh air to move sewage freely. The true vent is
aligned vertically and attaches to your drain line through the roof. This is best implemented if a
fixture rests close to the stack and the top floor of your home, allowing the stack to serve as a
vent. True vents also have no water running through them. Re-vent pipes, otherwise known as
auxiliary vents, attach to the drain line near your fixture as they run upwards and over the main
vent. They can attach right behind your fixture or horizontally to the drain line. These are
excellent options when your sink is too far away from the main stack. In the event that you have
another fixture on the opposite side of the wall, you probably want to use a common vent. This
allows both drain lines to tie together in a sanitary cross. You can usually find these on back to
back sinks. The loop vent is a solution for many freestanding sink codes. It loops up an around
before connecting to the drain pipe, allowing ample ventilation to take place just behind your
fixture. As an alternative to venting altogether, some codes allow for air admittance valves.
These allow air to enter as waste drains, then rely on gravity to seal back up before any gasses
can make their way back into the room. Whichever ventilation system you choose to employ, it
is equally important to place your fixture a certain distance from the vent pipe. This area is
called the critical distance and involves a few calculations to figure out. The size of your pipes,
the type of fixture you are installing, and the number of fixtures that are wet vented in your
home all play a part in determining that measurement. During this phase, it is highly
recommended that you consult a plumbing inspector after measuring the length of your pipes.
They can also tell you how to properly vent your pipes, pointing out which one of the systems
works best while satisfying local code. Unlike drainpipes, vent pipes do not need to slope. You
can run them level so long as there are no obstacles to work around. The main goal here is to
ensure the vent piping will remain dry. The re-vent is the only exception since it runs
horizontally. On a sink, that would be either the rim or overflow hole. They lead into larger
branch drain pipes, which lead into the 4-inch stack. While other pipes connecting the stack will
need to be horizontal, making them larger allows an ample amount of water to flow through
them freely. This is also a good time to have a professional check your main drain line, which
resides underground, for any clogging. To help you better visualize what these piping systems
look like, we thought it might help to incorporate a plumbing vent diagram. The image below
illustrates s typical bathroom with multiple plumbing vents. As you can see, the true vent aligns
with the stack just behind the toilet. However, the sink is placed further away. Therefore, a
re-vent was added to ensure that sewer gasses could escape. This next image shows various

types of vent piping behind a sink, giving you a more accurate idea of what those might look in
your own project. Depending on the layout of your home, one of these will more than likely work
best for you. This image clearly displays what the loop vent looks like, which you may need to
use if your sink is too far away from the stack for a re-vent pipe. It also shows what the sanitary
cross would look like if you happen to have a sink on the other side of the wall. Both sinks
connect at one point, sharing a common true vent to the stack. From the side angle, it becomes
easier to imagine what these pipes might look like behind your bathroom or kitchen walls.
Notice how the main vent and waste pipe remain separated behind the sink, only connecting via
the attached went pipe. This revert is at least six inches above the overflow line and properly
connected with a drainage T. In the event that your walls do not leave enough space for any of
the above vents, then the local code may allow you to opt for an Air Admittance Valve AAV. This
one-way valve is designed to allow air into the plumbing when negative pressure is developed
from draining. After allowing air in, it seals itself back up to keep odors and gasses out. These
devices normally attach underneath the sink just past the trap, ensuring amply air makes its
way into your pipes. Keep this method in mind if you tear into the wall and discover that there is
little room for a vent pipe. Always check your local codes with a plumbing inspector to make
sure you can use an AAV, though. Now you know the ins and outs of proper sewage pipe
ventilation and are ready to tackle this aspect of your renovation project. Your email address
will not be published. We may also earn commissions on purchases from other retail websites.
Understanding the Plumbing Vent Visualizing the pipes inside your wall is made easier if you
start from where you can see. Submit a Comment Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Search This Site Search for:. Menu Home Troubleshooting. Pin It on Pinterest. This
website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website. Learn more. Got it!
My cousin gave me a copy of a local plumbing code in New Jersey dating back to the s. The
small pamphlet is only 37 pages long. However, when you read the venting section, you find the
precursor of wet venting. What is interesting is that wet venting has existed almost since the
beginning of plumbing regulations in this country. Amazingly, we still struggle to understand it.
As I travel across this great country of ours, I am constantly asked about wet venting â€” what
are its limitations, how do you install it and what pipe sizes are acceptable? It is hard to believe
the first wet venting installation I installed dated back more than 45 years. I still know where the
house is on Kinderkamack Rd. I think the system is still working. Since that time, not much has
changed in wet venting but there has been a lot of confusion. Unfortunately, in the newer
edition of the UPC, arbitrary restrictions were added, which can be traced to a lack of
understanding of wet venting. So what is wet venting? Traditional wet venting is the venting of
one or two bathroom groups. A bathroom group includes all the fixtures located within a
bathroom, such as a water closet, lavatory, bathtub, shower or bidet. All these fixtures can be
vented with a single dry vent. Notice how it is identified as a dry vent. Technically, every fixture
has a vent; however, the vent is wet, hence the term wet vent. The wet vent can serve as the
drain for another fixture. This is important to keep in mind when determining the distance from
trap to vent. That distance is measured from the fixture trap to the wet-vent connection. The
distance is not measured all the way back to the dry vent. However, if it is the first fixture in the
venting system, it is measured to the dry-vent connection. The other simple fact to remember is
the horizontal fixtures connect horizontally to the drain and the vertical fixtures connect
vertically or horizontally to the horizontal drain. What that means is the horizontal fixtures are
not rolled into the main horizontal drain. If you roll the pipe into the main drain, you have a
vertical connection and you just screwed up the wet-vent system. The venting principle is based
on horizontal flow in the main piping. The only vertical connections would be from the lavatory
or bidet. All the other fixtures are floor-mounted fixtures, connecting horizontally to the main
drain. Sizing is rather simple. A 2â€”in. After that, the wet vent must be 3 in. You can have a
total of two bathroom groups, so the wet vent never has to be larger than 3 in. Some smaller air
admittance valves cannot serve a wet-vented bathroom group. As simple as the wet-venting
system is, plumbing codes often add unnecessary requirements. The most commonly added
requirement is that the water closet must be the last fixture in the wet-vented system. That
makes it difficult for a double bathroom group wet vent. The two water closets would have to tie
in together. Actually, there is no technical justification for making the water closet the last
fixture. Thousands of wet-vented systems are working where the water closet is not the last
fixture. Someone assumed the water closet is a blow-out fixture that blasts through the pipe,
sucking everything with it. Another common amendment is the size of the piping. Some in the
profession believe a water closet needs a 2-in. Thus, they make the smallest pipe in the
wet-vented system at 2 in. Again, this is unnecessary and not technically supported. You could
vent a water closet with a straw. The air movement is based on the length of the pipe and the
friction loss in the piping. Hence, a straw is very short with little friction; an adequate amount of

air would enter the piping. The amount of air you need to vent a bathroom group is less than 1
cubic ft. You typically use 1 cfm to blow out a candle on your birthday cake. That puts it into
perspective as to how little air is required to vent an entire bathroom. The other changes that
occur are the elimination of a second bathroom group, the addition of other fixtures and the
modification of the piping arrangement into all vertical piping. Again, all these modifications are
unnecessary. If you ever run into problems with wet venting, realize that it only takes a little
education to understand the system. Whenever possible, I wet vent a bathroom group. It is one
of the easiest and least expensive ways to vent all the fixtures. Plus, it works! I want to hear
from you. Tell me how we can improve. Julius Ballanco, P. Engineering and Code Consulting, P.
He can be reached at by email at jbengineer aol. This website requires certain cookies to work
and uses other cookies to help you have the best experience. By visiting this website, certain
cookies have already been set, which you may delete and block. By closing this message or
continu
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ing to use our site, you agree to the use of cookies. Visit our updated privacy and cookie policy
to learn more. This Website Uses Cookies By closing this message or continuing to use our
site, you agree to our cookie policy. Learn More This website requires certain cookies to work
and uses other cookies to help you have the best experience. Plumbing and Mechanical pmmag
logo. I collect old plumbing codes. The oldest plumbing code I have dates back to Hence,
plumbing regulations were a new concept. Simple sizing rules Sizing is rather simple. Julius
Ballanco: Drinking foundtain or bottle filler. Julius Ballanco: Legionella and the Plumbing Code.
Julius Ballanco: Is the product listed? Report Abusive Comment Thank you for helping us to
improve our forums. Is this comment offensive? Please tell us why. Restricted Content You
must have JavaScript enabled to enjoy a limited number of articles over the next 30 days.
Please click here to continue without javascript.. Plumbing and Mechanical.

